Introduction to Carbohydrates
Name: _______________________ Date: __________________ Period: _________
Follow the clues and find 20 words that will introduce you to
carbohydrates!
1. A locomotive minus T Plus G.

_______________________

2. R plus something done two times, minus TW._________________________
3. Amount of size of a surface surrounded by C and L and changing the
first A to E. _______________________
4. The first meal you eat in the morning minus K plus D minus FAST.
____________________
5. Found in the desert plus someone who flies on a broom minus T.
___________________
6. A shiny object in the night sky plus CH. __________________________
7. Something you drive on the road plus opposite of girl minus Y plus a
word meaning to add water. ___________________________
8. A wooden pole used to row a boat with, minus R plus T plus something
you should have 3 of each day.
_____________________
9. When something tears it is _____________________ minus T plus C.
10. To crack into pieces plus something at the end, minus L plus F.
___________________
11. You play tennis with this, minus T surrounded by C and R.
__________________________
12. A spring of mineral water (also a place where you go to exercise, not
a gym) plus a crowded section of a city where minority groups or poor
live, minus O plus I.
___________________
13. Opposite of the beginning, minus D plus a word meaning to have a lot
of money.
_________________________
14. A pecan is this plus a system of ceremonies, minus UAL plus an atom
that has gained or lost electrons.
____________________
15. An instrument for writing with ink, minus EN plus a room underground,
minus CR plus the color made with white and black, minus Y. _________
16. You have sister and ________________ minus B plus P minus HERS plus
the opposite of out, with an E in front.
______________________
17. A word meaning very necessary, minus L plus there are 60 of these in
an hour, minus UTES.
__________________________
18. You fry in this plus for a birthday you have this. __________________

19. A person who make food is this plus something a man wears around his
neck, minus T.
_________________
20. This word rhymes with something that is opposite of sweet, minus S
plus FL. ___________________

